CEMA C & D IDLERS - 3400 SERIES

Luff Industries’ patented polymer endcap design offers the ultimate in strength, durability and sealing performance.

Polymer endcaps provide an improved sealing arrangement, protecting the bearing from various environmental contaminants including dust and moisture.

**SEALED FOR LIFE ENDCAP DESIGN**

- Available in 4", 5" & 6" diameters
- Entire shell is dipped before assembly to prevent corrosion from inside
- Frames equipped with lock-down tab
- Idlers meet all CEMA standard dimensions
- Reinforced frames with flat bar running the length of the angle iron and gussets on end plates is standard on CEMA D Impact Idlers
- Very low roller runout (TIR)

**High Moisture Seal Available**

**In stock at all locations**

**Full 2 Year Warranty**

**CONVEYING PERFORMANCE**